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bursting through all the red tape : and when remon-
strated with, I could always corner them by saying,
' ridiculous English conventions 1 Surely an Irish
Committee is not going to be bound by them ?' Now
they'll be able, on all the committees in Ireland, to
waste all their precious time tying up their minds
and other people's in red tape. Notices of motion
about rubbish taking the place of the divine inspiration
of the moment, and then all that twaddle about
amendments and addenda and procedure of every
kind ! I wonder whether you would get dignified and
shocked ? It is such years since we served on com-
mittees together: not since we went out to force a
Suffrage Bill through Parliament. I have no am-
bition to have a vote for an English Parliament, and
don't suppose I would use it. I don't think that
Parliaments are much use anyhow. All authority
in a country always seems to get into the hands of
a clique and permanent officials.
I think I am beginning to believe in anarchy. Laws
work out as injustice, legalised by red tape.
You have such a lot of real good news and inter-
esting gossip in your letter. You always manage to
tell me about the things I most want to hear about.
The Fianna news was very cheering, and isn't the
Doctor splendid ?—when one considers that her pay-
ing patients must almost all' be in the enemy's camp!
I call it awfully plucky and fine of her to come out
in public the way she does. It's wonderful too the
amount she does for the poor. I feel so proud of
having introduced her to the real Ireland. One has
such wonderful luck sometimes. If another doctor
hadn't suddenly lost her mother, I should never have
met ours.
I think my handwriting is getting awful. I think
the sort of work I do is bad for writing.

